SAOA 2021 CONGRESS
Terms & Conditions
Consent to the Use of Photographic Images
Registrations and attendance at, or participation in SAOA2021 constitutes an agreement by the registrant to
SAOA’s use and distribution (both now and in the future) of the registrant or attendee's image or voice in
photographs, videotapes, electronic reproductions and audiotapes.

Liability Waiver & Release
In consideration of being allowed to register for, and participate in, the SAOA2021 Congress, I hereby warrant
and represent that I am age 18 or above and freely waive, release from liability, assume all risks, and covenant
not to sue South African Orthopaedic Association (SAOA) or its members, employees, board members, agents,
or volunteers for any expense, loss, damage, personal injury, including loss of life, disability, property damage, or
property theft or actions of any kind that I may hereafter suffer or sustain before. during or after the Event unless
said expense, loss, damage, personal injury, including loss of life, disability, property damage or property theft or
actions of any kind is caused by the sole, gross negligence of SAOA. This Waiver and Release is specifically
binding upon my heirs and assigns and is knowingly given.

Liability Disclaimer and Release: COVID-19
The novel coronavirus, COVID-19, has been declared a worldwide pandemic. COVID-19 is reported to be
extremely contagious. The exact methods of spread and contraction are unknown, but the virus is believed to
spread from person-to-person, by contact with contaminated objects, and even possibly in the air. People
reportedly can be infected and show no symptoms yet still spread the disease. COVID-19 is reported to cause
serious illness and death. SAOA cannot prevent you from becoming exposed to, contracting, or spreading
COVID-19 while their premises, at a SAOA event or activity, or performing any action for or on behalf of SAOA or
its representatives. Any in-person interaction with, at, or for SAOA may increase the risk of contracting or
spreading COVID-19.
I agree and understand these specific risks and nonetheless accept them in order to utilize SAOA services and
attend an event or activity. These services are of such value to me that I accept the risk of being exposed to,
contracting, and/or spreading COVID-19 in order to participate in person rather than arranging for an alternative
method participating or not participating at all. I further hereby forever release and waive all claims and rights
against the SAOA Parties in connection with exposure, infection, and/or spread of COVID-19 related to utilizing
their services or premises or interacting with their members. I understand that this release and waiver means I
give up my right to bring any claims including for personal injuries, death, disease, property losses, or any other
loss that may be released and waived under applicable law, including, but not limited to, claims of negligen ce,
and I understand that this release and waiver prevents me from seeking damages in any way against the
SAOAParties, whether such damages are known or unknown, foreseen or unforeseen, or that occur now or in the
future.

Modification of the programme
The Congress host and the Congress organisers reserve the right to modify the event program at any time due to
unforeseen circumstances
Terms of use
Registered participants are prohibited from sharing their Congress login details with any third party. If it is discovered
that an unauthorized viewer is watching the Congress on your login details, that registrant may be liable for group
registration charges which at a minimum will be the equivalent of to the value of 5 registrations
Data Processing Consent
The Data Processing Consent form for Protection of Personal Information (often called the POPI Act or POPIA) can
be viewed by visiting www.popia.co.za.
The South African Orthopaedic Association is fully compliant with the POPI Act of South Africa as well as cross
border Compliance in terms of GDPR and / or respective country protection of information guidelines.
It is confirmed that all information gathered is stored securely, processed in terms of requirements and de-identified
in terms of respective legislation.
By registering for this congress, you consent that all information provided may be stored, processed and retained for
the required period in terms of its explicit purpose.
Why do we ask for your consent?
We are committed to protecting the privacy of all personal data you provide us for this event registration. The
following statements describe what we are doing with your data and how long we store it so you are fully informed
prior to you submitting your personal information for the congress registration.
Why are we requesting your personal data?
We ask for your personal data to communicate and facilitate your participation in the congress.
How long will we store your personal data?
Your personal data will be retained for the duration of the planning and the hosting of this congress.
Third Parties Access
Your personal information/data will be viewed, and processed by the Congress Secretariat, the Congress Organising and/or the Program Committees but will not be shared or accessed by any third parties.
Data Controller
Refiloe Mbentse – Business Project Manager | South African Prthopaedic Association
Email: Refiloe Mbentse - admin@saoa.org.za

